
How Stress Doesn’t Cause Disease 

It has become a familiar mantra of our age, “Cancer, Heart Disease, Stroke are caused by 

stress.”  We have all heard it often enough to begin to believe it as a universal truth.  

Physicians say it, the media repeats it, there is no voice contradicting the obvious truth, so 

many people accept it as a given, and question it no further.  In fact, we have all seen 

examples of it ourselves: people who crack under the strain of overwork, poor 

relationships, financial reverses, schoolyard taunting, and either develop some disease or 

“go postal” with random firearms discharges in office buildings and schoolyards.  We are 

told that the incidents of heart attack, stroke and cancer are proof positive that stress 

causes disease. 

But we need to inspect this assumption much more closely.  Let’s take a dispassionate 

view of it, and test the hypothesis with examples of stress and disease occurrence.  When 

subjected to this examination, the hypothesis breaks down quickly, despite the prevailing 

myths propagated by our popular culture, and the people who profit from disease and 

disaster. 

If the hypothesis of stress causing disease were, in fact, true, we would expect that the 

more stressful a situation a human being or group was placed in, the more of the “stress-

related” disease or diseases would occur.  We assume that our modern world, with its 

high pace of living and workplace pressure, relationships that all too often end in divorce, 

terrorism, war, threat of imminent annihilation, moral turpitude and so forth is the cause 

of the stress that is causing the high levels of disease that we see in our surrounding 

groups.  When I speak to groups of 300 to 1,000 people, and the question of stress vs. 

disease arises (and it always does), I generally ask, “How many people in the audience 

are not under a lot of stress lately?”  In an audience of 1,000, there are almost never a 

dozen hands raised.  Why aren’t all the others in the audience sick? 

If we examine situations that are more stressful than any that we could possibly 

imagine being subjected to, such as Nazi concentration camps, Iranian hostage 

confinements, North Vietnamese prisoner of war camps, we can find the highest stress 

conditions that humans have ever been subjected to without being killed outright.  If 

stress actually caused heart disease, cancer and stroke, and the hypothesis that “stress 

causes these diseases” was correct, we should find that the humans under stress would 

have suffered more of the subject diseases than any other population in history.  Yet this 

is not the case.  The Nazi internees died of many causes, including infectious diseases, 

malnutrition, torture, poison gas, and so forth, but heart disease, cancer and stroke were 

almost completely absent among the causes of death.  The same holds true of the other 

high stress situations noted above, conditions that I hope nobody ever has to endure again.  

Cancer, heart disease and stroke were literally absent among the victims.  So much for 

the “stress correlates with disease” theory. 

Then what is causing the diseases that kill the “type A” personalities, the overworkers, 

the widowers, people unable to cope with day-to-day life in our stressful world?   

One of the problems in considering stress as a causative factor in disease is that we are 

only considering situational stress: financial reverses, horrible bosses, relationships, 

disasters, etc.  We are not considering things like toxic stress (tobacco, alcohol, drugs), 



nutritional stress (deficient foods, junk foods, salt, fat) as stressors.  Yet, when someone 

is driven to work beyond his or her normal capacity for extended periods of time, they 

will eat poorly, drink and smoke more to “relax” or “unwind” or “handle the stress.”  

Instead of taking the time to eat a nourishing and sustaining meal, they will call out for 

pizza or run by a burger joint for something to quickly fill their stomachs.  The resulting 

high-fat, high-salt junk food fills the space in the belly, but does little or nothing to 

nourish the body upon which we are placing so much stress.  Alcohol, drugs, and 

medications will have a quick pain-killing effect, but the long-term damage is cumulative, 

and will eventually result in physical problems. 

In fact, stress itself does not cause disease.  It is our response to stress: our poor 

choices determined by lack of time or will, that load us up with toxic stressors and stress 

our metabolism by not nourishing it, by starving it, that cause the diseases that plague our 

advanced, technological cultures.  Fat plus stress will cause disease, high sodium and 

toxic influences from poor choice of substances to ingest will accent the problems, and 

voila, we have heart disease, stroke and cancer, with diabetes running fourth.  All these 

diseases are the result of fat and sodium, drugs and toxins that we ingest, not stress.  And 

any ailment that is a result of what we put in our mouths is, by definition, under our direct 

control.  All we need to do is to be conscious of what it is that we are putting into our 

systems, and make good choices, and we are safe from these “stress-related” diseases, no 

matter how much situational stress we are under.  If you eat healthy, you will be able to 

handle phenomenal amounts of situational stress with no ill effects.  In addition, when 

your body and brain are functioning properly, you will tend to get yourself into fewer 

high-stress situations, and you will be able to think your way out of them more often. 

 


